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Selective dissociation of the stronger bond in HCN using
an optical centrifuge

R. Hasbani, B. Ostojić, P. R. Bunker, and M. Yu. Ivanov
Steacie Institute for Molecular Sciences, National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa,
Ontario K1A 0R6, Canada

~Received 14 December 2001; accepted 26 March 2002!

Using the example of the HCN molecule, we study theoretically the possibility of selectively
breaking the stronger bond in a triatomic molecule by rotationally accelerating it in an optical
centrifuge using a combination of two oppositely chirped and counter-rotating strong laser fields. In
our simulation the resultant field forces rotational acceleration of the HCN molecule to a point
where the centrifugal force between the two heavy atoms~C and N! exceeds the strength of their
~triple! bond. The effects of bending, rovibrational coupling, and the Coriolis force, which conspire
to prevent the molecule from rotational dissociation into HC1N, can be efficiently counteracted by
simple optimization of the frequency chirp. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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The dipole moment induced in a molecule by a la
field depends on the orientation of the molecule with resp
to the laser polarization vector. In turn, interaction of t
induced dipole with the same laser field creates an an
dependent potential that tends to align the molecule along
laser polarization direction.1,2 In the simplest case of a lin
early polarized far off-resonant field with intensityI 0 and a
linear molecule with parallel and perpendicular polarizabil
tensor componentsa i and a' , the effective potential is
U0 cos2 u, whereu is the angle between the molecular ax
and the polarization vector, and the well depthU05(a i

2a')I 0 /4. Typically, in diatomic molecules such as Cl2 , I2 ,
N2 , a well-depth of a few tens of meV can be created a
sustained for tens of picoseconds using infrared radiatio3,4

without ionizing the molecule. This well depth can exce
room temperature (kT'25 meV), and give rise to efficien
alignment of rotationally hot molecules.

For a molecule with three different polarizability tens
components, an elliptically polarized field has been used
align the molecule in three dimensions.5 Molecular align-
ment has also been used to control simple unimolecular
actions triggered by either parallel or perpendicu
transitions;6,7 the efficiency of the parallel vs the perpendic
lar transition is controlled by aligning the molecule.

The same basic physics can be used to force molec
rotation8,10 in the so-called ‘‘optical centrifuge,’’ as was dem
onstrated experimentally in Ref. 11 for the diatomic m
ecule Cl2 . In that experiment Cl2 was rotationally acceler
ated to reach angular momentum statesJ.400 until the
centrifugal force broke the bond. The centrifuge involv
using a linearly polarized laser field whose polarization v
tor is slowly rotated. A molecule aligned with the field fo
lows this rotation, and controlled rotational acceleration
forced by accelerating the rotation of the polarization vect8

Such a laser field has the form,

E5E0f ~ t !cos~vLt !@x cos~fL~ t !!1y sin~fL~ t !!#, ~1!

wherevL is the carrier frequency,fL(t) defines the direction
10630021-9606/2002/116(24)/10636/5/$19.00
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of polarization, andf (t) is the pulse envelope. The centr
fuge is created8 by combining two circularly polarized
counter-rotating fields with slightly different frequencie
v65vL6V. In this case the polarization vector rotates w
the frequencydfL(t)/dt5V. Rotational acceleration is
achieved by chirping the frequencies of the two fields
opposite directions. For example, setting\V5bt ~a linear
chirp! gives a constant rotational acceleration.

Here we show by numerical simulation that selecti
rotational dissociation of a strong bond between heavy nu
can be achieved in a triatomic molecule. An important asp
of rotational dissociation in the optical centrifuge is minim
mixing between rotational and vibrational degrees of fre
dom during rotational acceleration. Dissociation is achiev
by slowly modifying the effective potential energy surfac
the smoothly increasing centrifugal force gently stretches
bonds. Since the centrifugal force is greater between hea
nuclei, this opens the possibility of selectively breaking
stronger bond when such a bond is between heavier nuc

For illustration, we take a rather extreme example, HC
in which there is a strong and a weak bond. The HCN m
ecule has bond strengthsDCN510.6 eV andDCH55.7 eV.
The possibility to use strong laser fields in combination w
optimal control approach to break the stronger bond in H
has been studied theoretically in Ref. 12~for a linear model
and assuming an aligned molecule!, while strong-field con-
trolled isomerization in HCN using mid-infrared fields ha
been theoretically addressed in Ref. 13. For the centrifu
we assume that the carrier wavelength isl5800 nm, that
the available coherent bandwidth corresponds to a 6 fs
transform-limited pulse, and that the two counter-chirp
counter-rotating fields are obtained from the red and b
halves of the pulse spectrum, similar to the experiment
Ref. 11. The angular frequency needed to break the CN b
by the centrifugal force isVD51.2431014 s21 ~20 THz!
within the limits of the coherent bandwidthDv572 THz of
the 6 fs pulse.

We are especially interested in the role of bending and
6 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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10637J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 24, 22 June 2002 Dissociation of HCN
the Coriolis coupling between vibration and rotation. Is
possible to deposit over 11 eV of rotational energy into
CN bond without a rapid energy redistribution into oth
modes? By simulating the HCN dynamics on the grou
electronic surface in the presence of the field given in
~1!, we show that simple optimization of theV(t) chirp is
sufficient to suppress effects competing with rotational d
sociation.

The geometry of the molecule is shown in Fig. 1, whe
we define the Jacobi coordinates used in our model.
centrifuge field is rotating in thexy-plane andfL determines
the direction of the polarization vector of the centrifuge fie
We assume that the molecule is confined to thexy-plane, and
in this planeu r determines the orientation of the CN bon
This planar approximation has been verified numericall8,9

and is justified by the fact that the centrifuge field simul
neously increasesJ andJz ,8,9 so that the rotationally accel
erating molecule rotates in states withJ'Jz@1.

Four degrees of freedom are included in our numer
description. We include the rotational mode described by
angleu r and its conjugate~angular! momentumJ[pur

, and
the coordinates and momenta that describe the three v
tions ~r , pr , R, pR , g, andpg!. The classical Hamiltonian is

H5
pr

2

2mCN
1

pR
2

2mHCN
1

pg
2

2 F 1

mCNr 2 1
1

mHCNR2G
1

J2

2mHCNr 2 2
J•pg

mCNr 2 1V1Vint , ~2!

where

mCN5
mC•mN

mC1mN
, mHCN5

mH~mC1mN!

mC1mN1mH
, ~3!

V(r ,R,g) is the field-free potential energy surface of HC
andVint(r ,R,g,u r ,t) is the interaction potential. The poten
tials V and Vint are initially set up analytically using th
coordinatesr CN, r CH, and r, where r ~see Fig. 1! is the
supplement of the HCN bond anglea, i.e., r5p2a; trans-
formation to Jacobi coordinates is made later.

The potential energy surfaceV(r CN,r CH,r) has to allow
for bending and for the stretching of the bonds to dissoc

FIG. 1. The coordinates used for HCN. The origin is the center-of-mas
the CN moiety,r is the length of CN,R is the distance between the H-ato
and the center-of-mass of the CN moiety, andg is the Jacobi bending angle
u(t)5u r2fL(t) defines the angle between the CN bond and the laser fi
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tion. We have obtained it in a simple analytical form usi
the internally contracted multireference configuration int
action~MRCI! ab initio method14 with the MOLPRO program
system.15 The range of the HCN bond anglea was restricted
to be from 180° to 90°, based on preliminary simulations
the importance of bending which showed that larger bend
did not occur prior to dissociation, and hence that HCN
CNH isomerization need not be considered. The calculati
involved 362 geometries with 0.9 Å<r CN<3.5 Å, 0.8 Å
<r CH<3.5 Å, and 90°<a<180°. The points covered a
energy range of about 14 eV. The correlation-consistent
larized valence quadruple-zeta~cc-pVQZ! basis sets of
Dunning16 were used. The orbital basis sets for carbon a
nitrogen consisted of~12s 6p 3d 2 f 1g! contracted to@5s
4p 3d 2 f #, and for hydrogen of~6s 3p 2d 1 f ! contracted
to @4s 3p 2d#. Multiconfiguration self-consistent field~MC-
SCF! calculations17 were used to define the orbitals for th
MRCI. The reference wave function was a complete exp
sion in those orbitals which correlate with atomic valen
orbitals. The calculations were performed in Cs symmetry
with orbitals 3a8 to 9a8 and 1a9 to 2a9 in the active space
The carbon and nitrogen 1s orbitals were not correlated, bu
were optimized at the MCSCF level. The optimized geo
etry obtained was linear withr CH

e 51.061 Å and r CN
e

51.158 Å ~compared to experimental values of 1.0655
and 1.1532 Å respectively18!.

The analytical three-dimensional function V that was fi
ted through the points is a slight extension of that origina
introduced in Ref. 19~see also Ref. 20!,

V~r CN,r CH,r!5S jkmYjkmy1
j y3

k~12cosr!m, ~4!

where yi512exp(2aiDri), Dr i5r i2r i
e ~r i

e is the equilib-
rium value!, r 15r CH, r 35r CN, a151.6 Å21, a3

52.0 Å21, and theYjkm are adjustable parameters. We cou
usefully vary 40 parameters, and their values and stand
errors are given in Table I; the standard deviation of

of

d.

TABLE I. The potential surface parameter valuesYjkm and their standard
errors~in eV! for the ground state of HCN@see Eq.~4!#.

j k m Yjkm Std. error j k m Yjkm Std. error

0 0 2 5.13 0.21 2 1 3 214.99 4.16
0 0 3 23.24 0.21 3 0 2 26.35 0.59
0 1 1 3.25 1.11 3 0 3 25.67 0.60
0 1 3 235.10 7.23 0 4 0 2.89 0.43
0 1 4 30.12 6.16 0 4 2 22.72 0.91
1 0 3 21.26 0.10 1 3 0 1.48 0.23
0 2 0 13.46 0.13 2 2 0 3.57 0.40
0 2 1 21.71 0.40 2 2 1 23.61 0.55
0 2 3 1.92 0.43 3 1 0 1.06 0.29
1 1 0 20.92 0.18 4 0 0 4.62 0.73
2 0 0 6.41 0.18 0 5 0 25.70 0.33
0 3 1 26.63 2.01 0 5 1 3.25 0.81
0 3 2 19.82 5.09 1 4 1 211.33 1.41
0 3 3 214.02 3.34 1 4 2 8.25 1.41
1 2 1 6.55 2.23 2 3 0 22.58 0.36
1 2 2 215.38 5.75 2 3 1 2.87 0.67
1 2 3 11.68 3.82 3 2 0 25.03 0.40
2 1 0 20.73 0.20 3 2 1 211.96 1.80
2 1 1 27.15 2.26 3 2 2 29.90 1.75
2 1 2 22.82 6.31 5 0 0 25.25 0.58
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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fitting was 0.093 eV. For linear HCN the potential extrap
lates to dissociation of the CH and CN bonds with energ
DCH55.77(5.66) eV andDCN510.69(10.63) eV, where the
experimentally derived values21,22 are in parentheses. Th
standard deviation and the errors of the extrapolations to
sociation indicate thatV is sufficiently precise for our pur
poses.

To obtain an expression for the interaction potential
HCN in the laser field of Eq.~1! we write the polarizability
of HCN as the sum of CH and CN bond polarizabilities. T
parallel and perpendicular components of the dynamic H
polarizability atl5800 nm are approximated by their stat
values; the equilibrium values and their~linear! dependence
on the bond lengths are taken from Refs. 23, 24. In Å3 we
write

~a i
CH2a'

CH!5~0.65110.873~r CH2r CH
e !!

3~12tanh~r CH/r CH
e 24!!/2, ~5!

and

~a i
CN2a'

CN!5~1.17511.937~r CN2r CN
e !!

3~12tanh~r CN/r CN
e 24!!/2, ~6!

where the bond lengths are in Å, and the tanh term is use
avoid divergence of the polarizability forr i values outside
the range of interest. For each bond we defineUi(r i ,t)
5(a i

i 2a'
i )I 0(t)/4, wherei refers to CH or CN. Using thes

expressions we obtain

Vint~r CN,r CH,r,u,t !5UCN~r CN,t !cos2~u~ t !!

1UCH~r CH,t !cos2~u~ t !1r!, ~7!

whereu(t)5(u r2fL(t)) is the angle between the CN bon
and the polarization vector of the laser field. At intensityI 0

5231013 W/cm2 this gives a well depth ofU0'50 meV at
the equilibrium geometry.

In this numerical study we solve Hamilton’s canonic
equations of motion using the fourth-order Runge–Ku
method25 for an ensemble of initial conditions correspondi
to random orientations of the HCN molecule at its equil
rium geometry. We set random values ofu r , with the initial
angular momentumJ50. In this classical calculation the ini
tial conditions include the zero-point bending energy and
corresponding distribution ofg, but the bond lengths ar
taken to be fixed at their equilibrium values.

At t50, we turn the laser field@Eq. ~1!# on and keep the
intensity I 0 constant. Our goal is to find the range of pul
parameters that will result in efficient dissociation of t
triple bond within a 50 ps pulse duration. Significant
longer pulses require more energy, and a 50 ps pulse a
tensity I 0;1013 W/cm2 is experimentally feasible.11 For the
entire calculation we setI 052.031013 W/cm2, which corre-
sponds to a negligible ion signal of about 2.531024. This
value was estimated by adjusting the value determined
Ref. 26 for Kr to the value appropriate for a 50 ps las
pulse. The Kr atom has an ionization potential of 14
which is close to that of HCN~13.9 eV!. Note that the same
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intensity was used in the experiment with Cl2 ,11 which has a
lower ionization potential of 11.5 eV, and there was neg
gible ionization.

First, we assume that the polarization vector rotates w
constant accelerationb, i.e., fL(t)5bt2/2 and V(t)5bt.
The angular frequency at which rotational dissociation
HCN into HC1N begins isVD51.2431014 s21, and set-
ting b5331029 Eht0

21 (3.43109 eV s21) we reach this
frequency in about 24 ps. The maximum value ofb is re-
stricted by the characteristic gradient of the angular w
;U0 /p and the HCN moment of inertiaI HCN ~Ref. 8! to be
bmax;U0 /(pIHCN) ;1028 Eht0

21.
A typical trajectory is shown in Fig. 2. Angular trappin

is described by the angleu(t). Up until t'22 ps the angleu
is close to 0 and the molecule is trapped so that it follows
rotation of the angular trap. During this time interval th
bending amplitude decreases since the molecule is stiffe
against bending by the rotation. Both bonds are progressi
stretched by the centrifugal force, with virtually no vibra
tional excitation or energy exchange between them. As
pected, the stronger CN bond is significantly more stretc
than the CH bond~r CN/r CN

e .1.35, whereasr CH/r CH
e .1.1!.

When the CN bond starts to break after about 22 ps,
molecule is rapidly ejected from the rotating angular trap
the Coriolis force@see the rapid change inu(t) in Fig. 2#,
which is similar to the situation for a diatomic molecule8

The bonds are no longer steadily pulled by the increas
centrifugal force and begin to vibrate and exchange ene
During this time, the centrifuge continues its rotation, a
gives an accelerated series of kicks to the molecule each
u(t)/p is an integer. These kicks eventually lead to dissoc
tion of either bond at much later times, with CN bond brea
ing in about 60% of the cases after the molecule is ejec
from the centrifuge~see Fig. 2 where the CN bond breaks
around t570 ps!. Statistically, 25% of the cases result
direct fast dissociation of the CN bond by the centrifug
force, while in 75% cases the molecule is ejected from
trap before the strong bond is broken. If the laser pulse
kept on for sufficiently long time, the strong CN bond st
dissociates in 60% of those cases.

The physics behind the ejection and the approach
counteracting it can be understood classically and quan
mechanically. LetR(J) and r (J) be the equilibrium values
taking into account bond stretching by the centrifugal for
The corresponding moment of inertia isI HCN(J)
5mHCNR2(J)1mCNr 2(J). The adiabatic following of the
trap rotation by the molecule implies that its angular mom
tum is J5I HCN(J)V(t).8 Rewritten in the formJ/I HCN(J)
5V(t), this equation can also be understood quantu
mechanically as a resonance between the rotational spa
and the driving frequencyV.

For linear angular accelerationV(t)5bt the resonance
is lost when the rotational spacing starts to decrease wiJ
while V(t) continues to increase, leading to the loss of t
molecule from the angular trap. Decrease ofV(J)
5J/I HCN(J) is exactly what happens just before rotation
dissociation; the functionV(J)5J/I HCN(J) reaches its
maximum VC when the angular momentumJ5JC is less
than that required for dissociation,JD .8 The rotational fre-
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. A typical trajectory when the polarization vector rotates with the constant accelerationb5331029 Eh t0 . The molecule is ejected from the trap afte
about 22 ps, and the CN bond eventually breaks after about 70 ps.
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quency required for dissociation,VD5JD /I HCN(JD) is less
thanVC.

To keep a molecule in the angular trap one should try
maintain the resonanceJ/I HCN(J)5V(t) as long as possible
in the vicinity of JC. One possibility is to followV(J), first
increasingV(t) up toVC and then decreasing it. But a muc
simpler solution turns out to be sufficient.

We consider the functionV(t) which grows linearly as
bt whenV!VC, VD , but then saturates atV0'VD , VC.
Numerically, we model this function as

V~ t !5V0* tanhS bt

\V0
D , ~8!

where V0 is the optimization parameter. SettingV051.12
31014 s21 and b53.43109 eV s21, we obtain a dramatic
improvement in the selective rotational dissociation. A ty
cal trajectory is shown in Fig. 3. Both bonds are stead
stretched until the centrifugal force breaks the triple C
bond, and only at this point is the molecule ejected from
angular trap. Similar results are obtained in a model calc
tion with HCN kept linear. This shows that the dissociati
dynamics are not affected by the bending motion.

With these laser characteristics, which are similar
those used with Cl2 ,11 98% of trajectories lead to successf
dissociation of the CN bond by the centrifugal force, pr
vided the molecule is caught by the centrifuge during
turn-on. Overall 73% of trajectories lead to dissociation
the CN bond while 25.6% of trajectories are not trapped
the centrifuge. The remaining, 1.4%, correspond to disso
Downloaded 22 Jul 2002 to 195.134.76.74. Redistribution subject to AI
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tion of the CH bond or premature loss of molecule from t
rotating angular trap. The average time of dissociation
this chirp rate is 55 ps.

The dissociation time can be decreased by using hig
values of b. The turn-on time ton is also decreased
I HCN(bton)

2,UHCN. For b5531029 Eht0
21, 68.5% of tra-

jectories correspond to the molecule being trapped by
centrifuge field. For these trajectories only 3% are ejec
earlier, and the rest of the trajectories~97%! lead to a selec-
tive dissociation of the CN bond~we do not observe CH
dissociation! at t'33 ps. Forb5731029 Eht0

21 the same
percentage of molecules is dissociated but with an aver
dissociation time equal to 24 ps.

The optimization is rather sensitive to the value ofV0 .
Too low a value is insufficient for dissociation, while to
high a value leads to premature ejection of the molec
from the trap. To show this a calculation was done withb
5531029 Eht0

21 andVC50.0026t0
21 (1.0731014 s21). As

the number of trapped molecules only depends on the v
of b, we obtain the same rate as previously~68.5%!. But, in
this case, none of the trapped molecule are dissociated
cause the angular velocity of the laser is not high enough
the dissociation angular momentumJD to be reached. When
VC is increased to 0.0028t0

21, we still observe only the
dissociation of the CN bond, but with a lower overall ef
ciency ~89.25% instead of 97%!. However the average time
for dissociation is decreased. For exampleVC50.0027
t0

21 leads to t'33 ps, whereasVC50.0028 t0
21 leads

to t'26 ps.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. A typical trajectory obtained with the polarization vector rotating according to the expression given in Eq.~8! with V051.1231014 s21 and b
53.43109 eV s21. Both bonds are steadily stretched until the centrifugal force breaks the CN bond, and only at this point is the molecule ejected
trap. Bending is suppressed during rotational acceleration.
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated that selective
sociation of the much stronger CN bond in the linear
atomic molecule HCN is possible using the optical cen
fuge. The bending of the molecule during rotation
acceleration is not significant. The most important eff
competing with rotational dissociation is the ejection of t
molecule from the angular trap due to the Coriolis force, a
this is very similar to the situation for a diatom
molecule.8,10 It can be effectively counteracted by a simp
optimization of the angular acceleration, and this can be e
ily understood both classically and quantum-mechanica
As a result, it is possible to deposit over 11 eV of rotation
energy into the CN bond, without loosing it to the oth
degrees of freedom, by using laser parameters well wi
the reach of current femtosecond technology; the cohe
bandwidth required for rotational dissociation of HCN in
HC1N is well within the limits of a 6 fs pulse.
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